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About Taiwan and my time in St. Aloysius technical school
I want to tell you about Taiwan and about the time I spent here in Hsinpu in St. Aloysius
technical school. But to be honest, I really don’t know where to start. For me it is the first
time being in Asia at all and there are so many new and unforgettable impressions about the
country and especially about the people living here. When I applied to AIESEC for this
internship, I really had no idea what to expect. I came to Taiwan together with Philipp,
another Aiesecer from Germany and our journey started in Taipei where we spent our first
days. Starting with the girl from the hostel that walked us for 10 minutes to a place to show
us good local breakfast through to the people on the street asking us if we need any help
when we stood there with our city map in the hands, probably looking a bit lost, we
experienced the unbelievably kindness and hospitality of the Taiwanese people. And despite
the language barrier that undeniably was there sometimes, people really tried to talk to us
using their hands and their feet. This first impression of the people in this country confirmed
itself again and again during our whole 6 weeks stay here in Taiwan.
After staying in Taipei for some days, we took the train to Hsinchu and got collected there by
some very nice AIESECers on Thursday the 3 rd of September. After spending one night in the
amazing trainee house (You will know what I’m talking about if you were as lucky as us to
stay there for a night), Shelly, another girl from AIESEC fetched us there the other day and
took us here to St. Aloysius technical school. This day is some weeks ago now and I try to
organize the thoughts and feelings I had back then. There were so many new impressions
and so many new faces as I entered this campus. I think first we got to know Alice, the
English teacher who took care for us during our whole stay in school. Then there was Olja,
the volunteer that stayed here the 2 months before and we were shown around the campus
by the two of them. They showed us the teacher’s office, our rooms, where and how to do
the laundry and we got our schedules for the following 5 weeks. While walking around the
campus I noticed the interested glances of all the students, I saw a lot of shy smiles and
some of them dared to wave in our direction and giggled and turned away as we waved
back. That was a lovely first impression. I think I felt comfortable in this school from the first
moment.
Later that day we were invited to the principal’s office together with Alice, Shelly, Olja and
father Chua, the catholic priest of the school. All of them seemed very interested in us, our
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country and our first impression of Taiwan. So we had a really nice time there, drinking some
tea and eating some dried mango from the Philippines where father Chua originally comes
from.
In the following weeks we had so many
wonderful moments with the students
and the teachers around this school, if I
tell about all of them, this report is
going to be a book. But still there are
some experiences and people I want to
mention here. The first person who
played a big part in making the time
here an unforgettable time for us is

Breakfast with Father Chua

Father Chua. On the first day we met
him, he offered us to show us around Hsinpu the next day. So we drove by his car and he
showed us around the area, some nice temples and a lot of places owned by former
students of him. In the end he invited us for lunch and showed us some local food. Right
now I don’t even remember what we ate on that first day because during our time here we
had a lot of meals together with father. He showed us different places for breakfast and for
dinner and so we had our first beef noodles and our first Ban tiao (very typical for Sinpu) and
a lot more first things together with him. One day we
went to a place for breakfast that was owned by one of
Fathers former students and the whole breakfast was
on the house, so we didn’t have to pay for anything. I
was so impressed by this welcoming gesture! And when
Philipp and I came back to one of the places father
showed us, the people always recognized us, they
seemed to be happy to see us and were so nice and
helpful.
One time father told us about a shop opposite of the 711 in Sinpu and that a can of coke is much cheaper
there as in the 7-11. So Philipp and I went to this other
Visiting the Big Buddha in Emei

shop some days later to buy a can of coke. The woman
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inside asked us (in very good English!) why we came into her shop to buy coke because from
the outside the shop looks more like a bakery and not like a shop where you can buy coke.
So we told her that father told us about the place. The next time we went to this shop they
gave us some pineapple cakes for free, some for us and some we should bring to father. To
cut it short: We experienced some really overwhelming and heart-warming moments with
the people here in Hsinpu Township. And each time I was surprised about this unexpected
gentleness of the Taiwanese people! As well Father Chua was the one who helped me
finding a doctor when I had some allergic reaction the first days. I always enjoyed his
company very much and thanks to him, I got a lovely Chinese name (which I am FINALLY able
to write myself):
Of course there are a lot more people to mention. The principal of the school was always a
person we could ask for help if we were in need of it and it was always so nice talking to him.
Because he stayed some moths in Germany he speaks quiet good German, so sometimes we
talked to him in our language. Moreover he taught us how to play tennis, as well as table
tennis. One day the principal, father and another teacher from school took us to the night
market in Hsinpu where we enjoyed our first Stinky Tofu in Taiwan. Surprisingly for me, I
really liked it, so it wasn’t the last time I ate Stinky Tofu in Taiwan. I think back in Germany I
will miss the Taiwanese food!

The night market in Hsinpu
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Next I want to mention all the
lovely English teachers in this
school. All of them cared about
us and were intended to make
us feel comfortable. The In
Class Co Teaching with them
was a lot of fun for me. They
helped me to control the
classes and gave me some very
helpful advices. Luckily for

Alice, Isabell, Cindy, Jammie, Mike, me, Philipp and Peter

Philipp and me we came in the
season of the moon festival so during our stay we got a lot of delicious and different kinds of
moon cakes from some teachers and the principle. Teacher Jammie brought us some
delicately cakes from her hometown and a pomelo because they were in season and she
wanted to show us. Teacher Cindy took us to Hsinchu after
school several times. She showed us some good places to eat
and one day we explored a big Shopping mall together with her
and her daughter. If we had any questions or troubles we could
always talk to teacher Peter. He cared about us when
the Typhoon Dujuan hit Taiwan. For Philipp and me this was a
very scary experience since we are not used to this kind of
strong winds and heavy rainfalls in Germany. But he called us to Me being happy about
some cakes we were given
ask if we are okay and he told us that we’re gonna be safe in
school. That was a really comforting move on his part. One weekend Peter took us to his
hometown in the mountains. He showed us a lot of places and typical food of the Atayal
people which he belogns to. We had a fantastic day with him and he even showed us his
house and introduced us to his family. In the evening all of us went to the night market in
Zhudong where they live. Philipp and me had our first snails there and amusingly we found a
booth that sold “German knuckle of pork”. Even though it tasted different to the ones we
have in Germany, it was very good!
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Alice took care about us the whole
stay and was always available if we
needed some advices. She gave us
some helpful feedback concerning
our teaching. One day the teacher
for Chinese literature, Simon Liu,
showed us around the area of
Hsinpu. He invited us for dinner
and showed us his personal library
Philipp me and Peter near Peters hometown

in his house where we met his

daughter and had some drinks together. It was such a nice afternoon. Philipp and I also
enjoyed the company of Brother Bernhardo, a brother from Spain, very much. He works in
the school as an artist and makes these wonderful sculptures out of a kind of synthetic
material. He told us a lot about his work and as we told him that we love the black Madonna
sculpture he makes, he didn’t hesitate
to give us two of them as a present. I
was really surprised and happy because
I was thinking about buying one of
them anyway. Since Philipp and I love to
play some music together sometimes,
the music teacher was so kind to show
us the music rooms of the school. He
played some music with us and he even

At Simon Liu’s house

gave us the keys so we could enter the
rooms whenever we wanted. I must say we were really overwhelmed when he offered us to
keep his own guitar during the time we were staying. From that day we played the guitar,
(which is a really nice one!) every evening after school.
When I think about all these nice gestures, it makes me really happy and really sad at the
same time because I have to leave this place and all the wonderful people in a few days. I
have so many lovely memories about my time here and I will never forget what I
experienced here in St. Aloysius in Hsinpu Taiwan. I hope I can come back one day.
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About the teaching in school
Conversation Class
My first week in St. Aloysius technical high school I spent in Conversation Class. The
conversation Class consists of only 6-10 students from about 3 different classes and different
grades. My task was to encourage the students to talk in English. Therefor I prepared several
themes which I could discuss with
them.
In the first lesson of Conversation
Class it was important for me to find
out the English level of the students.
Since I also wanted to get to know
them, I started with a lesson of
“Self-introduction”. Therefor I
introduced myself, told them about my country, my interests, my family and my studies in
university. Then it was their turn and I asked them to tell me all these things about
themselves. I was surprised about the different levels of English. For some students it
seemed to be way too easy to tell me about their life while others really struggled with
telling me their name in a full sentence. Particularly in the first lesson, it was sometimes hard
for me to distinguish between lack of knowledge and timidity since the Taiwanese Students
are very shy. But somehow we made it through the first lesson and given time, the students
got more and more courage to talk. I was really happy to see the progress, nearly all of them
made within this one first lesson. And despite of their timidity and despite of the lacking
vocabulary and grammar sometimes, I could see that most of my students really tried hard
to say at least
something. In the end of
the lesson I gave every
student a little feedback
and told a lot of them
that there is no reason
to be shy and that the
more they talk, the more
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I could help them. And again I was pleasantly surprised about their reaction. They seemed to
be very thankful about the feedback and I really think they took the advices I gave them
seriously. Some of them even promised me to try harder next time. To be honest, I was a bit
moved by that.
During this first week I had 15
different groups of students. Most
of them attended the Conversation
Class once a week but some
students came twice. So I had a few
groups with students who were in
my class for the first time, mixed
with students who had been there
Student presenting in Conversation Class

before. Since I wanted to get to
know the new ones without making

the others feel bored, I changed the concept of the Self-Introduction to a little game called
“Introduce your neighbour”. Therefor I gave them some time to gather in pairs and fill in a
paper with the questions I prepared. I helped them to answer the questions in a
grammatically correct way and let them present what they had worked out. The students
didn’t seem to be used to standing in front of the class and so I gave them some advice for
presentations. After some assistance and some pushing words for my part, most of them did
a pretty good job.
The second week of Conversation
Class I enjoyed even more because I
already knew the students. I couldn’t
remember all of their names but
Philipp and me prepared a nametag
for each student and brought it to
every lesson so we could call them by
their names. Most of the students
seemed less shy when they saw me for the second time and so it was easier for me to teach
them. Philipp and me prepared all the Conversation Class teaching material together and
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worked out some lessons that we considered as useful for the students. In one lesson for
example we taught them how to give the directions to a person who doesn’t know the way.
Other topics were daily conversation, ordering in a café, poems, festivals around the world
etc. (If you are interested in the teaching material, you can find all of it right here in this
folder.)
When I asked the students weather they think that these lessons were helpful for them, they
mostly answered the question with a definitely yes what makes me very happy and kind of
proud. I really hope that they can use it one day.

All the students of our Conversation Classes

Conversation Class for teachers and school staff
Starting from the second week, Philipp and
I did some English lessons for interested
teachers and school staff as well. We
started with some easy self-introduction
exercises in the first lesson. Then we taught
them some grammar for the past and the
future in order to talk about the last and
the following weekend. The next lessons we prepared topics they wished for, like the topic
food. (The teaching materials are attached to this report.)
All of them were so nice and I enjoyed the Classes with them very much. They gave us some
mooncakes as a thank you, what made me very happy.
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In Class co-Teaching
For my second week in St. Aloysius technical school I had a full schedule of in class co teaching. Unlike the Conversation Class, you have to teach a whole class which consists of
about 45 students.
Fortunately there is also
an English teacher of the
school who is present in
class to help you keeping
the students under
control. For this first
week of co-teaching, the
teachers told me to
prepare a presentation about me and my country. This was a really pleasant task for me and
I really enjoyed showing the students photos of me, my family, my friends and my
hometown. I tried to use a lot of pictures for the presentation because I remember myself as
a student and I know how easily one get bored by long presentations with a lot of words.
Before I told them about the German culture, I would usually ask the class what they know
about my country and I was really amused by the answers. Most often the first answer was
“Benz!” or “BMW!”. So I first talked to them about cars and asked them which other German
brands they know. Other frequently
mentioned things were Beer, Pig knuckle
and soccer. With some exercises during
the presentation I wanted to encourage the
students to talk a bit themselves. After
telling them about my childhood dream of
being a fairy, I asked them about their
childhood dreams for example. Within the
first lessons I realized that a lot of students had problems with building whole sentences
without any help, so I changed my presentation a bit and assembled some examples to help
them speaking in a grammatically correct way.
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Like in Conversation Class, students were really shy and afraid of making mistakes. In this
way it sometimes took quite some minutes and a lot of encouragement until I got an answer.
I determined that it was
way harder to keep a
working atmosphere in the
co-teaching classes than in
the Conversation Classes
which is of course due to
the considerably higher
number of students. Most
of them were quiet and
listened to what I told them
though. Their undivided
attention however, I got only by showing them pictures of my girlfriends and me at the
graduation event and they had fun finding out which one of the girls in the picture was me.
For me it was a lot of fun either due to the fact that the picture was 4 years old and I
coloured my hair red that time, I was usually the last one they guessed.

The Drama-project
In my second week of
In Class Co Teaching, a
lot of my lessons were
cancelled because
Philipp and I got a new
project: we were
asked to write an
english Drama-script
with 4 students who
will take part in a drama-competition in the end of the year. We did that in the evenings
after school and we had such a nice time with Mars, Patrick, Ted and Xin Ya. Besides the
writing and practicing we enjoyed our time together, talked about a lot of things and had
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dinner together. However we could finish the script within this one week and to be honest,
in the end I was very proud of the result and of the group. The four of them are really good
students who take part in this competition voluntarily. I am really sad that we cannot train
the acting of the drama together with them. I would love to see them acting in the
competition in November.
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In the end the only thing left to say is a great THANK YOU to all the people who made this
experience happen! Thank you to AIESEC, thank you to all the teachers, all the students and
all the staff of St. Aloysius technical school. You gave me a memory I will never forget! As I
told you in the beginning, I didn’t know what to expect of this project but what happened
exceeded all expectation I could have had! If you are interested in a video about our time at
St. Aloysius, take a look: https://vimeo.com/141698564
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